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Self-assembly of 1,3,5-benzenetribenzoic acid on Ag and Cu at the liquid/solid interface

Hannah Aitchison, Hao Lu, Rodrigo Ortiz de la Morena, Izabela Cebula, Michael Zharnikov and Manfred Buck

Assembly of 1,3,5-benzenetribenzoic acid (H3BTB) from solution on Au substrates modified by underpotential deposited Ag and Cu layers was studied by near edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and scanning tunneling microscopy. Adsorption of H3BTB on Cu resulted in disordered layers with sporadic occurrence of ordered molecular aggregates. In contrast, highly ordered layers were obtained on Ag which exhibit a pronounced row structure and involve a monopodal bidentate adsorption geometry of the molecules through carboxylate coordinating bonding. The row structure arises from π-stacking of the molecules and is accompanied by hydrogen bonding interactions between the COOH groups of adjacent rows. As a consequence of the geometry of the H3BTB molecule and the dominance of intermolecular over molecule-substrate interactions, the SAM forms an open structure featuring a grooved surface and nanotunnels.

Introduction

The assembly of aromatic carboxylic acids (ArCAs) on surfaces has been widely investigated in efforts to develop bottom-up strategies for accessing the nanometer scale. Exploiting their structural variety and the ability of the carboxyl group to adopt different hydrogen and coordination bonding geometries, they can be organized into layers ranging from porous supramolecular networks, where molecules lie flat on the surface, to self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) consisting of densely packed, upright standing molecules. The large majority of studies have been performed on conducting substrates, mostly coinage metals and graphite, and, to a lesser extent, on semiconducting supports. Recently, the range of substrates has been extended to dielectrics and various two-dimensional (2D) materials.

Like for other molecular assemblies at surfaces, the balance between molecule-substrate and intermolecular interactions is a central aspect in the design of carboxylic acid based structures. At the liquid/solid interface enthalpic and entropic contributions from the solvent also exert decisive influence on structures and the electrochemical potential represents an additional control parameter at electrified interfaces.

For molecules like ArCAs the balance involves a number of mutually dependent factors comprising interactions of the π-systems, both intermolecular and with the substrate, hydrogen bonding of the COOH groups, and conformational degrees of freedom. In case of substrates able to coordinatively interact with the carboxyl moiety, the complexity of the system increases further since the respective energy landscape is strongly dependent on the details of the bonding configuration, i.e., type of anchoring such as monodentate vs bidentate, tilt angle of the carboxylic moiety, and/or substrate periodicity.

The consequences of shifts in the balance of interactions are highlighted by the assembly of trimesic acid (H3BTC, see Scheme 1 for structure). On graphite or gold, the benzene rings interact with the substrate and the COOH groups form intermolecular hydrogen bonds, thus, yielding a porous hydrogen bonded network. In contrast, on Ag (in form of a so-called UPD layer, vide infra) the molecules stand upright and pack densely in a row structure due to the monopodal coordination bonding involving one carboxylate group as major driving force to maximise coverage. The situation is again different for Cu (also in form of a UPD layer, vide infra) for which the coordination bonding of the carboxylate moiety is stronger compared to Ag. As a result the molecule flips over by binding with two carboxylate moieties, thus forming a bipodal adsorption geometry with a row structure precisely defined by the periodicity of the underlying substrate.
Extension of our studies to the homologous H3BPTC molecule (see Scheme 1), which exhibits a lower symmetry compared to H3BTC, revealed further details in the balance of interactions in ArCA based SAMs. While a bipodal structure analogous to H3BTC is formed on Cu (even though the formation kinetics are strikingly different), the situation for Ag differs from H3BTC as the H3BPTC molecules do not adopt the symmetric monopodal configuration by coordination bonding via the benzoic acid fragment, but prefer the less symmetric monopodal anchoring through one of the carboxyl moieties of the isophthalic acid fragment. These results indicate that, on Cu, the SAM structure is dominated by molecule-substrate interaction whereas intermolecular interactions play the decisive role on Ag. This picture is corroborated by the recent study of para-oligophenylene mono- and dicarboxylic acids which all form highly organised layers of upright standing molecules on Ag with systematic differences in packing between the mono and dicarboxylic acids. The study of H3BTB (see Scheme 1) presented in this paper represents a further step towards the understanding of the design principles of ArCA based SAMs. The solution based approach taken here has, so far, been largely limited to aliphatic molecules (for reviews see refs. 66,67). Only a few systems have been examined spectroscopically whereas molecularly resolved studies using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) have been performed only rather recently.62,65,73 In these studies Au/mica substrates were used onto which a Ag bilayer or a pseudomorphic (v3×v3)R30° Cu layer were electrochemically deposited in the region positive of the Nernst potential (underpotential deposition, UPD). Notably, a very recent STM study demonstrated that also Ag films are suitable substrates for the assembly of ArCA SAMs. H3BTB was chosen since, as seen from Scheme 1, it is closely related to the two other tricarboxylic acid molecules which, in previous studies, were found to yield highly organised layers on Cu and Ag surfaces by assembly from solution. While it parallels structural features of H3BTC and H3BPTC, its substantially larger size and, thus, more complex geometry raises the question to what extent it exhibits a behaviour along the lines of the smaller analogues. In addition, such a size potentially provides a means to create surface nanostructures with characteristic dimensions exceeding those of H3BTC and H3BPTC.

**Experimental**

**Sample preparation:** Au substrates (300 nm epitaxial Au(111) layer on mica wafer, Georg Albert PVD, Silz, Germany) were annealed using a natural gas flame before underpotential deposition. UPD layers were prepared with solutions of 10 mM AgNO₃ (99.9999%, Sigma-Aldrich) in 100 mM HNO₃ and 10 mM CuSO₄ pentahydrate (99.9999%, Sigma-Aldrich) in 50 mM H₂SO₄ (Sigma Aldrich, 99.999%). Prior to metal deposition a CV was recorded to verify the quality of the Au/mica substrate. For Cu a (v3×v3)R30° layer was deposited by applying a potential of 150 mV (vs Cu/Cu²⁺) for 1 minute. An Ag bilayer was deposited by applying 10 mV (vs Ag/Ag⁺) for 2 min. Layers on UPD-Cu were prepared from saturated aqueous solutions of H3BTB at 65°C for 10 minutes. It is noted that longer immersion times (up to 1 h) and a range of immersion temperatures were also tried but had no detectable influence on the layer quality. On Ag, SAMs were prepared by immersion of the UPD-Ag substrates into a 1 mM solution of H3BTB in a 1:1 solution of H₂O (Millipore)/EtOH (AnalaR Normapur) at 65°C for 10 minutes. After the immersion both types of samples were rinsed with room temperature EtOH and dried under a flow of N₂.

**Characterization:** The samples were characterized at RT by STM and synchrotron-based XPS and NEXAFS spectroscopy. STM imaging was carried out using a Molecular Imaging PicoSPM system in ambient atmosphere. Tips were mechanically cut from Pt/Ir 80:20 wire (Advent Research Materials Ltd., 0.25 mm diameter). Tunneling current and tip bias were in the range of 2-70 pA and ±0.20−0.60 V. XPS and NEXAFS measurements were performed at the MAX II storage ring at the MAX IV laboratory in Lund, Sweden, using the bending magnet beamline D1011 (plane grating monochromator). XP spectra were collected in normal emission geometry using a Scienta SES200 spectrometer. The energy resolution was better than 100 meV. The binding energy (BE) scale was referenced to the Au 4f½ peak at a BE of 84.0 eV. Spectra were fitted by symmetric Voigt functions and a linear background using Casa-XPS software. The NEXAFS spectroscopy measurements were made using a partial electron yield detector. The spectra were collected at both carbon and oxygen K-edges with retarding voltages of −150 V and −350 V, respectively. Linear polarized X-ray light with a polarization factor of ~95% was used. The energy resolution was better than 100 meV. The incident angle of the X-ray light was varied from 90° (E-vector in the surface plane) to 20° (E-vector nearly normal to the surface plane) in steps of 10°-20° to monitor orientational order in the SAMs. This approach is based on the linear dichroism in X-ray absorption, i.e., the strong dependence of the cross-section of the resonant photoexcitation process on the orientation of the electric field vector of the linearly polarized light with respect to the molecular orbital of interest. The raw NEXAFS spectra were normalized to the incident photon flux by division by a spectrum of clean, freshly sputtered gold sample. Afterward, the spectra were reduced.
to standard form by subtracting a linear pre-edge background and normalizing to the unity jump edge in the far postedge range. The energy scale was calibrated by means of the most intense $\pi^*$ resonance of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite at 285.38 eV in combination with the well-known $\Delta h\nu \propto (h\nu)^{3/2}$ behavior of plane grating monochromators.

**Results**

**STM on UPD-Cu:** Scanning a sample on a larger scale as shown in Fig. 1a suggests a rather uniform coverage. However, no obvious pattern indicating the formation of an ordered layer of H3BTB is discernible. This is substantiated by the higher resolution image (Fig. 1b) which shows randomly arranged protrusions of which a substantial fraction exhibits a triangular shape.

![Fig. 1 STM images of H3BTB on UPD-Cu at low (a) and molecular (b) resolution. The insert in (b) shows an enlarged image of the area framed by the yellow square together with a model of the hexagonal arrangement of H3BTB molecules.](image)

At times the resolution was sufficiently high to reveal the underlying shape of the H3BTB molecule which evidences that the triangular features are flat lying H3BTB molecules. Other features have a less well defined shape which could be indicative of H3BTB molecules adsorbed in a non-flat adsorption geometry as further discussed below in the context of the spectroscopic data. Occasionally, small ordered arrangements are observed such as the motif highlighted in Fig. 1b which consists of a group of six molecules. While the resolution does not permit an unambiguous assignment, a possible structure is proposed by the model shown at the top right of Fig. 1b.

Two things are worth noting. Firstly, a resolution as shown in Fig. 1b was not straightforward to achieve due to rather frequent changes of the tip which affected the resolution. Since H3BTB adsorbed in a flat-lying configuration, like on Au, forms well-ordered layers, which are imaged under stable conditions at the tunnelling parameters employed in this study, we take the challenging imaging conditions as additional indicative of H3BTB molecules adsorbed in a non-flat adsorption geometry as further discussed below in the context of the spectroscopic data. Occasionally, small ordered arrangements are observed such as the motif highlighted in Fig. 1b which consists of a group of six molecules. While the resolution does not permit an unambiguous assignment, a possible structure is proposed by the model shown at the top right of Fig. 1b.

Secondly, since previous experiments revealed a striking influence of the preparation conditions on the outcome of the assembly process, different preparation conditions were tried. However, in contrast to H3BPTC where an elevated temperature of 120°C, a rather high concentration of 4 mM, and an extended immersion time yielded a highly ordered layer, these measures proved unsuccessful in the present case of H3BTB. Possible reasons for this will be outlined further down in the discussion section.

![Fig. 2 STM images of H3BTB on UPD-Ag at different magnifications showing row structures. Yellow lines in (a) mark six different domains with rotational domains numbered and corresponding mirror domains labelled by primed numbers. (c) Molecular resolution image with insert at top right showing a unit cell averaged image. The unit cell is indicated by the yellow rectangle. (d) Height profiles along the lines shown in (c).](image)

**STM on UPD-Ag:** As seen in Fig. 2 which compiles the results for H3BTB on Ag, the situation is pronounedly different from the Cu substrate. The larger scale images in Fig. 2a and 2b reveal a highly organised layer consisting of domains characterised by a row type structure. The rows run at an angle of about 12° with respect to the [112] direction, which results, as indicated in Fig. 2a, in two sets of three mirror symmetric domains, according to the C$_3$v symmetry of the substrate. The molecularly resolved image shown in Fig. 2c documents the crystallinity of the SAM which becomes even more clear in the unit cell averaged image (insert top right).

The image is characterised by very straight rows of protrusions which are separated by about 3.6 Å as seen from profile A. Profile B reveals a sequence of three rows of protrusions differing in height by up to 1 Å which repeats after about 16 Å. Describing the H3BTB molecule by an equilateral triangle with the corners given by the COOH groups, the interrow periodicity matches the side of the triangle. This and the intrarow distance of the protrusion below 4 Å suggest that the rows of the molecules consist of stacks of upright standing
H3BTB molecules. The detailed model will be discussed later after the presentation of the spectroscopic results.

Looking at the O 1s region (Fig. 4), the spectra of H3BTB on both Ag and Cu can be well described by three components reflecting the hydroxyl (533 eV), carbonyl (531.5 eV), and carboxylate (530.3 eV) signals\(^1\)\(^\text{a}, 2\)\(^\text{b}, 6\)\(^\text{b}, 6\)\(^\text{c}\) with the latter contributing to a minor extent. However, there is a significant difference between the two substrates with respect to the overall shape of the spectrum and, consequently, the relative heights of the hydroxyl and carbonyl peaks. The O 1s spectrum of H3BTB on UPD-Ag is well fitted with a single value for the peak width (fwhm = 1.43 eV) of all components and the stoichiometric ratio of 1 for the C=O and C-OH species as expected for free COOH groups. The absence of a group specific inhomogeneous broadening suggests a very well defined, homogeneous layer, in agreement with the STM data. The intensity ratio of the sum of the C=O and C-OH peaks to the COO$^-$ peak is about 14 and explained by the superposition of a 2:1 stoichiometric ratio of the COOH and COO$^-$ groups and a significant difference in the attenuation (factor of 7) of the respective photoelectrons, in line with the structural interpretation that, like for H3BTC\(^2\)\(^\text{a}\) and H3BPTC\(^6\)\(^\text{c}\), two out of the three carboxylic acid groups of the H3BTB molecule are at the outer interface of the SAM and the third one accounts for the monopodal anchoring and is located at the SAM-substrate interface. However, since for the H3BTB SAM the value for the escape depth of the photoelectrons is not known, also a 1:2 stoichiometry of the COOH and COO$^-$ groups is, in principle, conceivable if the attenuation were sufficiently strong. To exclude this possibility which would indicate a bipodal adsorption geometry, comparison with the SAMs of H3BPTC\(^6\)\(^\text{c}\) and biphenyldicarboxylic acid (BPDC)\(^6\)\(^\text{c}\) on UPD-Ag can be made. The attenuation of photoelectrons in these SAMs should not be too different from the H3BTB monolayer, considering that the bigger size of the H3BTB molecule and the lower packing density due its geometry affect the attenuation in opposite directions. From the intensity ratios and the stoichiometry of the COOH and COO$^-$ groups attenuation factors of about 5 (H3BPTC) and 7 (BPDC) are calculated. This is well in the same range as for the H3BTB layer with a monopodal configuration. In comparison, a bipodal arrangement would require an unrealistically large attenuation factor of 28.

One of the three carboxyl groups of the H3BTB molecules is present as carboxylate and buried at the SAM-substrate interface whereas the remaining two groups are located at the SAM-ambient interface, in full agreement with the interpretation of the C 1s spectra. Therefore, like H3BTC and H3BPTC, H3BTB adopts a monopodal bidentate adsorption geometry on UPD-Ag.

The situation is somewhat different (and also less clear) on Cu. The obvious difference to Ag is the significantly smaller height of the C-OH signal at 533 eV compared to C=O signal at 513.5 eV. Accordingly, a fit of the spectrum with the same fwhm value as for the SAM on UPD-Ag yields a C=O/C-OH ratio of 0.56. i.e., a significant deviation from the 1:1 stoichiometry of a free carboxylic acid group. In combination with the STM images which shows a disordered layer we conclude that for the UPD-Cu substrate additional bonding configurations such...
as a monodentate are involved, and/or other oxygen species are present due to the disordered arrangement of the molecules.

**Fig. 4** O 1s XP spectra of H3BTB on UPD-Cu and UPD-Ag substrates acquired with a photon energy of 580 eV. Blue squares represent the experimental data, yellow solid line is curve resulting from fits with -C=O (533 eV, orange curve), -C-OH (531.5 eV, green curve), and COO\(^-\) (530.5 eV, red curve).

**NEXAFS spectroscopy:** The spectra of H3BTB on UPD-Cu and UPD-Ag recorded at the C K-edge and O K-edge are compiled in Fig. 5. On the left, the spectra acquired at an incident angle of the primary X-ray beam of 55° are shown. At this angle of incident radiation, the spectra contain purely electronic structure information about the monolayer, with no contribution from the effects of molecular orientation.\(^{77}\) The panels on the right show the difference spectra obtained from subtracting the spectra obtained at grazing incidence (20°) of the X-ray radiation from those obtained at normal incidence (90°). These panels reveal information on the average orientation of the molecular orbitals and, consequently, the molecules.

The most obvious resonances in the NEXAFS spectra have been assigned on the basis of literature data.\(^{77,80}\) For the C K-edge, all spectra contain a dominant resonance from transitions into the π\(^*\) orbital of the phenyl rings at 285.0 eV (π\(^*\)Ph) and into the π\(^*\) orbital of the COOH/COO\(^-\) groups at \(\sim\)288.5 eV (π\(^*\)COOH). The O K-edge spectra are dominated by the π\(^*\)COOH resonance at 531.8 eV, accompanied by an additional feature at \(\sim\)544 eV related to the transition into a σ\(^*\) orbital.\(^{62,80}\) It is noted that the resonances associated with COOH moieties comprise contributions from both COOH and COO\(^-\) and, thus, the experiment yields an average value. However, due to the attenuation of the electrons, which is weaker than in the XPS case but still considerable,\(^{64}\) the individual moieties might contribute to a varying extent, depending on the orientation and packing of the H3BTB molecules.

The difference spectra exhibit a prominent linear dichroism with opposite signs for the two substrates. The positive value for UPD-Ag indicates that the H3BTB molecules have a more upright orientation on this substrate whereas the negative sign reveals a significantly larger tilt of the molecules on UPD-Cu. This is substantiated by the quantitative evaluation of the orientation of the transition dipole moments (TDMs) of the π\(^*\) resonances which yields values of 62°/58° (C K-edge/O K-edge) for Ag and (47°/47°) for Cu. The results corroborate the conclusions drawn from the STM images that the rows of protrusions (Fig. 2c) observed on Ag represent stacks of upright standing molecules whereas the triangular shape seen on Cu represent more flat lying molecules in a disordered arrangement. It is noted that in this case the 47° tilt does not imply a well-defined value for the orientation but could be an average over an orientational distribution.

**Fig. 5** C (top) and O (bottom) K-edge NEXAFS spectra for H3BTB on UPD-Ag and UPD-Cu. Left panels: spectra acquired at an X-ray incidence angle of 55°. Right panels: difference spectra resulting from subtracting the spectra acquired at an X-ray incidence angle of 20° from that acquired at 90°. The most prominent resonances have been assigned. The dashed lines in the difference spectra are the zero lines.

**Discussion**

Summarising the experimental observations, STM revealed that a highly ordered H3BTB layer is formed on Ag (Fig. 2) whereas on Cu (Fig. 1) the molecules arrange in a rather random fashion. XPS (Figs. 3 and 4) provides clear signatures of both COOH and COO\(^-\) moieties with COOH prevailing on both substrates. For the SAM on Ag the data are in full agreement.
with a monopodal bidentate binding configuration whereas, lacking an ordered arrangement of the molecules, no clear interpretation is possible for Cu. The pronounced dependence of the assembly process on the substrate is also reflected in the NEXAFS data (Fig. 5) which reveal substantial differences in the molecular orientation by the opposite dichroism.

Combining all experimental data on H3BTB on UPD-Ag, the commensurate structure shown in Fig. 6 is proposed. The layer is described by a (v7×v31) unit cell which, within the experimental accuracy, agrees very well with the size and shape determined by STM. It is almost rectangular and contains two molecules, i.e., the area per molecule is 61.5 Å². The short axis of the unit cell is orientated 10.9° off the <110> direction. In this arrangement the intrarow distance between the molecules is 3.82 Å which is essentially equal to the 3.83 Å for the stacked H3BTB molecules in the crystal\(^{92}\) and in the same range as the intrarow distances for H3BTC\(^{83}\) and H3BPTC.\(^{84}\) Defined by the size of the molecule, the significantly larger interrow distance of 16 Å compared to the other two molecules (9-10 Å) gives rise to the unusual open SAM structure illustrated in Fig. 6b with tunnels about 1 nm wide.

The most obvious structural features of the H3BTB SAM are the π-stacking of the molecules and the alignment of the COOH moieties along the rows, thereby groups of adjacent rows facing each other to form a one-dimensional band of carboxylic acid groups. Notably, distances between the oxygen atoms of adjacent rows are well within the 2.4-3 Å range of hydrogen bonding\(^{83}\) which suggests that they contribute favourably to the highly crystalline structure of the H3BTB SAM. However, the main contribution to the formation of the distinct row structure seems to come from intermolecular π-π interactions which is concluded from two observations. Firstly, SAMs of bis(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine thiol\(^{84}\) and bis(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridylbenzoic acid,\(^{85}\) which have extended π-systems of Y-shaped geometry similar to H3BTB but do not have free COOH groups, also form row structures. Secondly, the crystallinity of the layers increases in order of H3BTC < H3BPTC < H3BTB. While all three tricarboxylic acids exhibit a monopodal bonding to the substrate and the remaining two COOH groups account for interrow interactions, the waviness of the rows and occurrence of bends vary within the series and are absent in the H3BTB SAM. We mention in this context that row structures resulting from π-π interactions have also been observed in monolayers of hexabenzo coronene thiol on Au\(^{86}\) and of H3BTB\(^{80}\) and the structurally analogous tris(carboxyphenylethynyl)benzene\(^{82}\) on graphite. Contrasting the monopodal coordination bonding found for UPD-Ag, a bipodal adsorption geometry was suggested for the latter two systems which were investigated at the solid/liquid interface \textit{in situ} STM. Interestingly, due to the relatively weak graphite-molecule interaction, formation of the row structures was found to depend decisively on the type of solvent.

While the formation of a row structure, consisting of stacks of molecules in an upright and monopodal configuration is evident from the data, it is not possible to assess the exact inclination and conformation of the H3BTB molecules at this stage. The reason is that, as discussed previously,\(^{83}\) the orientation derived from a NEXAFS resonance is an average value of all transition dipole moments (TDMs) contributing to a resonance. Since, as seen from Fig. 6c, the orientation of the TDM of an individual moiety depends on a specific combination of tilt, twist and dihedral angles, an orientational interpretation requires either a well-defined correlation between TDMs\(^{87}\) or to make reasonable assumptions about twist and dihedral angles.\(^{88}\) The presentation of the molecules in Fig. 6 accounts for the possibility of a twisted conformation, in analogy to bulk structures where the rings of all three benzoic acid moieties exhibit a significant twist against the central ring in the range of 25-45°.\(^{82,83}\) However, since the twist between adjacent phenyl rings can easily be reduced to an essentially co-planar conformation as known from studies of oligophenylene,\(^{90,91}\) this has to be substantiated by further combined experimental and computational studies.

---

\textsuperscript{83} The short axis of the unit cell is orientated 10.9° off the <110> direction. In this arrangement the intrarow distance between the molecules is 3.82 Å which is essentially equal to the 3.83 Å for the stacked H3BTB molecules in the crystal\(^{92}\) and in the same range as the intrarow distances for H3BTC\(^{83}\) and H3BPTC.\(^{84}\) Defined by the size of the molecule, the significantly larger interrow distance of 16 Å compared to the other two molecules (9-10 Å) gives rise to the unusual open SAM structure illustrated in Fig. 6b with tunnels about 1 nm wide.

The most obvious structural features of the H3BTB SAM are the π-stacking of the molecules and the alignment of the COOH moieties along the rows, thereby groups of adjacent rows facing each other to form a one-dimensional band of carboxylic acid groups. Notably, distances between the oxygen atoms of adjacent rows are well within the 2.4-3 Å range of hydrogen bonding\(^{83}\) which suggests that they contribute favourably to the highly crystalline structure of the H3BTB SAM. However, the main contribution to the formation of the distinct row structure seems to come from intermolecular π-π interactions which is concluded from two observations. Firstly, SAMs of bis(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridine thiol\(^{84}\) and bis(pyrazol-1-yl)pyridylbenzoic acid,\(^{85}\) which have extended π-systems of Y-shaped geometry similar to H3BTB but do not have free COOH groups, also form row structures. Secondly, the crystallinity of the layers increases in order of H3BTC < H3BPTC < H3BTB. While all three tricarboxylic acids exhibit a monopodal bonding to the substrate and the remaining two COOH groups account for interrow interactions, the waviness of the rows and occurrence of bends vary within the series and are absent in the H3BTB SAM. We mention in this context that row structures resulting from π-π interactions have also been observed in monolayers of hexabenzo coronene thiol on Au\(^{86}\) and of H3BTB\(^{80}\) and the structurally analogous tris(carboxyphenylethynyl)benzene\(^{82}\) on graphite. Contrasting the monopodal coordination bonding found for UPD-Ag, a bipodal adsorption geometry was suggested for the latter two systems which were investigated at the solid/liquid interface \textit{in situ} STM. Interestingly, due to the relatively weak graphite-molecule interaction, formation of the row structures was found to depend decisively on the type of solvent.

While the formation of a row structure, consisting of stacks of molecules in an upright and monopodal configuration is evident from the data, it is not possible to assess the exact inclination and conformation of the H3BTB molecules at this stage. The reason is that, as discussed previously,\(^{83}\) the orientation derived from a NEXAFS resonance is an average value of all transition dipole moments (TDMs) contributing to a resonance. Since, as seen from Fig. 6c, the orientation of the TDM of an individual moiety depends on a specific combination of tilt, twist and dihedral angles, an orientational interpretation requires either a well-defined correlation between TDMs\(^{87}\) or to make reasonable assumptions about twist and dihedral angles.\(^{88}\) The presentation of the molecules in Fig. 6 accounts for the possibility of a twisted conformation, in analogy to bulk structures where the rings of all three benzoic acid moieties exhibit a significant twist against the central ring in the range of 25-45°.\(^{82,83}\) However, since the twist between adjacent phenyl rings can easily be reduced to an essentially co-planar conformation as known from studies of oligophenylene,\(^{90,91}\) this has to be substantiated by further combined experimental and computational studies.
Related to the issue of conformation and orientation of H3BTB is another salient feature of the STM image which is the appearance of the rows of protrusions at three different heights. There are two possible explanations for this, one being a geometrical argument, i.e., the molecules are somewhat tilted sideways, so that adjacent COOH groups of neighbouring rows are at different heights, similar to the case of H3BPTC. The other argument is based on differences in tunneling probabilities due to differences in the local conformations. A twist between neighbouring benzene rings would affect the tunneling and, in the case of an asymmetric conformation, give rise to different apparent heights. It is unclear at present which of these scenarios, including a superposition of both, applies here.

The discussion so far has not yet addressed the SAM-substrate interface which, as known from other strongly adsorbing molecules such as thiols, can play a decisive role. While the occurrence of three rotational domains and their corresponding mirror domains reflects the symmetry of the (111)-surface and, thus, reveals its influence, this seems minor compared to the intermolecular interactions which give rise to the row structure. This is concluded from a number of observations on the different ArCA SAMs investigated so far. Firstly, the preference of a monopodal over a bipodal configuration for H3BTC on UPD-Ag suggests that intermolecular interactions prevail over molecule-substrate interactions. Secondly, there is a noticeable difference in the crystallinity of the SAMs between H3BTC and H3BTB. The former exhibits a degree of waviness in the row structure which is consistent with some competition between intermolecular and substrate-molecule interactions, whereas the latter shows exactly defined straight rows due to increased intermolecular interactions. Thirdly, all but one of the molecules studied so far (only for benzoic acid no molecular resolution STM images were obtained) form well defined layers, irrespective of the number of carboxylic acid groups, the number or arrangements of the aromatic rings, or the presence of an ethylene linker. Since the molecular lattices differ substantially in these layers one would not expect the formation of highly ordered layers in all cases if, contrasting Cu (vide infra), the SAM-Ag interface played a crucial role.

In addition, calculations on SAMs of oligophenylene carboxylic acids on UPD-Ag yield small energy differences between different adsorption sites. A corresponding small corrugation of the molecule-substrate interaction potential would provide the required flexibility to accommodate rather different molecular lattices. In this context we note that the unit cell of the H3BTB SAM contains two molecules which, as seen at the bottom left part of the top view of the SAM model in Fig. 6a, implies two different adsorption sites. Nevertheless there is no indication at all from the STM images that this gives rise to a difference in the arrangement of the molecules. Unit cell averaged images as the one depicted in Fig. 2c look exactly the same as unit cell averaged images where the size of the unit cell has been doubled along the molecular rows.

The ability of H3BTB to form a highly crystalline layer on UPD-Ag is contrasted by the situation met for the UPD-Cu surface on which an ordered SAM could not be formed and a substantial fraction of the molecules are adsorbed in a flat lying geometry as concluded from the STM images (Fig. 1b). At this point we can only speculate on this striking difference to not only the Ag surface but also the structurally related molecules H3BTC and H3BPTC (see Scheme 1) which form highly crystalline SAMs also on UPD-Cu. An obvious explanation of the unexpected behaviour of H3BTB is its size as, due to the significant adsorption energy of a benzene ring (in a vacuum environment about 70 kJ/mol for the coinage metals), the activation barrier to make the transition from a flat to an upright adsorption geometry is expected to scale with the number of aromatic rings. In the series H3BTC, H3BPTC, and H3BTB this is consistent with the experimental observations on the formation of two molecules ordered SAMs are obtained but the preparation temperature for the larger H3BPTC is pronouncedly higher than for H3BTC. Accordingly, H3BTB would require another significant shift in temperature, beyond what was explored in our experiments. Interestingly, Fig. 1b very much resembles Fig. 4b of ref. 64 which shows a disordered arrangement of flat lying H3BPTC molecules, obtained when the preparation temperature was too low. Besides this kinetic reasoning also a thermodynamic argument can be made. The larger π-system, on the one hand, increases the interaction of the molecule with the substrate but, on the other hand, the larger separation of the COOH groups also reduces the density of the substrate-carboxylate bonds, thus, shifting the enthalpy balance to the extent that a flat-lying geometry might be favoured over upright standing molecules.

In either case a kinetically limited adsorption process seems to take place with a mixture of flat lying and tilted molecules as inferred from the combination of STM and spectroscopic data. However, to pin down the exact cause of the difficulties in producing highly ordered H3BTB on UPD-Cu, more extended experiments are required to unravel whether, in principle, a limit in the size of molecules exists to form ArCA SAMs on Cu or whether the correct combination of preparation parameters has not yet been identified.

Conclusions

The study of H3BTB assembled onto coordinating metal layers underpotential deposited (UPD) on Au further consolidate our earlier findings that ArCAs assemble easily on the UPD-Ag bilayer due to the dominating role of intermolecular interactions. The substantial variation in size and shape of the molecules studied so far strongly suggests that Ag represents an attractive substrate for a very versatile design of ArCA based SAMs. Further support comes from a very recent study of biphenylethane carboxylic acid on evaporated metal films which also reported the formation of a well-ordered layer. Contrasting Ag, UPD-Cu is a more restrictive substrate as inferred from the studies of the series H3BTC, H3BPTC and H3BTB. However, the situation for this substrate is inconclusive since it remains unclear why H3BTO does not form a well-ordered SAM on UPD-Cu. On the one hand, it follows from the comparison of H3BTC and H3BPTC that the
preparation conditions play a crucial role. On the other hand, the data base of the three tricarboxylic acids studied so far is insufficient to decide whether it is matter of matching the required set of preparation parameters or whether there are more fundamental reasons owing to the dominating role of molecule-surface interactions that inhibit the formation of a well-defined H3BTB SAM.

H3BTB on Ag marks an interesting point in the design of SAMs. The geometry of the molecule and its arrangement on the surface, characterised by a monopodal anchoring to the substrate and the formation of a row structure with interrow interactions through free COOH groups, indicate a route to more sophisticated SAM architectures. Contrasting uniform substrate and the formation of a row structure with interrow prospects for SAM modification by intercalation. Another structural feature is the 1D band of the COOH moieties for which it will be interesting to elucidate the extent of hydrogen bonding and, accordingly, its influence on the enthalpy of the SAM structure and potential for proton conduction.
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